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Abstract 

The teaching and learning of English in India pose various challenges for both the teachers and the 

learners. To contextualize the broader spectrum of teaching English in the Indian classroom, one 

needs to undertake the social, cultural, economic and paratextual background of both the teacher 

and learner. The first part of the paper delineates the concerning graph of challenges, agendas, and 

learning procedures in the English language classroom. In contrast, the second part highlights the 

importance of Thorndike’s Law of learning. The present paper aims to explore the various 

challenges and provide effective suggestions after analyzing different approaches to learning. The 

approach is intimate as the author shares certain case studies based on his first-hand experience.  
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Teaching a language which is cursed with colonial history eliminates the learner from its 

immediate situations. Moreover, an English teacher faces very peculiar problems in the classroom 

set-up, like handling large classes, code-switching, alienated setup and cultural aloofness, linguistic 

and phonetic peculiarities, mother tongue influence, shyness etc. However, I believe even if we 

cannot completely mute the effect of all these in a classroom, we can mitigate the damage these do 

to our delivery as well as our objective as teachers in an English classroom setup (Olson; Jarvis). 

Most of the time, the teachers are the most significant roadblocks in a classroom. I want to 

illustrate the tall claim with a story here. One of my friends once had a cat named ‘Brownie’. She 

and everyone in her family were very fond of this animal, which came into their family when it was 

merely two weeks old. My friend trained her cat to eat out of his plate instead of eating from 

anywhere on the floor by using three words repeatedly, followed by an action. Every time she 

threw something down for the cat to eat, she spoke these three words – ‘Brownie, go plate’, then 

picked up the food article from the ground and shifted it to the plate allotted for him. Eventually, 

she didn’t have to do the latter part within a fortnight or so. ‘Brownie’ understood what was meant 

by ‘Brownie, go plate’ and started moving the food article to his plate and eating out of it the 

moment the words were uttered. Now, if a cat can be schooled, human beings can definitely be 

conditioned to learn in a classroom. However, we cannot use the same technique we use on a cat, 

nor will the same reward system work in this setting 

Just like a student knows how much they are going to score post-writing an exam, a teacher 

subconsciously knows whether their class went the way it was supposed to. All they need to do is 
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be a ‘just critic’ and accept this subconscious feedback consciously, i.e. be conscientious. In my 

opinion, the biggest problems in a classroom are probably the following: 

a) Not having a plan (teachers - what / learners - why). 

b) Not being well prepared (teachers - how / learners -limited prior exposure to the language). 

c) Limited exposure to varied resources and systems of learning (teachers / learners). 

d) Teachers’ mental blocks/lack of confidence towards tackling other problems hampering 

teaching. 

e) Most importantly, disinclination towards accepting feedback (teachers/learners). 

 

Since most learners are probably not going to do anything about the above, teachers should 

look at constantly upgrading their knowledge, skills and classroom practices to incentivize the 

learners to do their part. Going through various training courses is one of the ways to ensure we 

become better at what we do inside a classroom, ultimately making the learners effective 

inside/outside our classroom. George R. Taylor and Loretta Mac Kenney summarize it effectively: 

Children display diverse skills in learning. This necessitates proven knowledge as well as 

sound theories for teaching. Some educators who are interested in the development of 

children often lack the necessary understanding of how children learn, what they are 

interested in, and how to put these two together. Due to wide individual differences among 

exceptional and minority individuals, instructional techniques must vary. Individuals with 

exceptionalities need special attention; their teachers need special orientation to meet their 

special needs. The teacher must know what can be expected of them, and then try to adapt 

the activities to their capabilities. (186) 

Agendas in Language Classroom  

A big section of learners come with an agenda to the English language classroom in India- 

‘to have no plan is the plan’. Now, even for those who have no language learning agenda as such, 

coming to the classroom has some reason - attendance, assignments and the marks that will add to 

their overall academic output, clearing the examinations, sitting it out with their friends, going with 

the flow because they’re required to – name it, it could be anything. From the language learning 

perspective, though – most academic learners come to the first class with a new teacher expecting 

nothing exciting except the curiosity to meet this new person and the tiny desire that maybe ‘this 

teacher will be interesting and will make learning fun’. They don’t expect it will be interesting, 

though, and some might even consider the possibility that it will be boring(Larsen-Freeman and 

Anderson). Mostly, this is because of their past experiences, which makes them feel – this is just 

another class. However, if we question whether they have an innate desire to acquire some 

proficiency in English, especially the spoken form, the answer is ‘yes’ for most of them.  

Some of my learners want to learn English to secure good jobs, some want to acquire it as a 

library language, some want to look intelligent and sophisticated in front of their peers, and some 

just love the way it sounds and want to sound like Americans or British people, if not, at least be 

fluent. Most students are interested in the spoken language more than the other applications. They 

find grammar, reading, and writing English not as appealing as being able to communicate 
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flawlessly and fluently. To some degree, they find being able to hear and comprehend a native 

speaker exciting, too, because this helps them understand a native accent easily, which is 

fascinating and appealing to most. As Peter Jarvis explains it succinctly in his book The Theory and 

Practice of Learning, 2008: 

If all learning is experiential, then either the term experiential is superfluous to learning or 

has more specific connotations. In most cases, the former holds good, and the term is 

redundant. Still, there is an exception to this rule and that is in teaching and learning 

situations when educators deliberately plan learning in which the learners have primary 

experiences of the external world. This is the most common way in which the term 

‘experiential learning’ is used. Even so, all learning is experiential and so any definition of 

learning should recognize the significance of experience. (67) 

Their orientations and plans don’t impact my teaching much so long as they are inclined 

towards language acquisition for some reason or the other, except that these orientations may 

become an influencing factor on how I distribute my class time amongst the following – listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. On the other hand, what they bring into the classroom impacts my 

teaching plans and methods more than their agendas. For students who are not inclined towards 

language acquisition, learning the root cause for their disinterest, i.e. understanding them, can 

sometimes help in deciding the right incentive. For some, forming a friendly bond with them helps 

in getting them into the learning mode. However, this won’t last long unless the teacher uses this 

initial momentum to foster the learner’s interest in language acquisition. 

All said and done, it is essential to remember that language was invented for 

communication, and teaching should be closely interlinked to the purpose learners seek to put the 

language to post-acquisition. There may be students in our class who have little need for English in 

their lives, and teaching the language to them will be most challenging (like asking a guy who 

doesn’t have a car to buy a tire because the tire is perfect). In this case, finding an application or 

purpose for their learning or making them simply love the learning process is crucial because a 

class is a unit/team, and a few disinterested people in the class can negatively impact the group 

behaviour way. I want to explain the behavioural pattern of learning with the example of 

Thorndike’s law of learning.  

Thorndike's Laws of Learning 

I believe a second language classroom has two groups of learners like any other classroom 

– Group A: “learners who are interested”, Group B: “the remaining, who aren’t”. Regardless of 

whether they are willing learners or people who just come to fill in your classroom seats, they learn 

some parts of what you’re teaching. ‘Group A’ consists of active learners, who are involved, will 

probably have better retention because of their involvement and might take the initiative to ask 

more questions, discover more answers and practice.  

‘Group B’ consists of two subsets of people: 1) passive learners, who, if they’ve had past 

exposure to the language, to some extent will take in parts of what you are teaching and 

subconsciously apply it somewhere without meaning to and still end up practicing, and 2) others, 

who might not learn unless they are forced to, and this kind of forced learning seldom produces the 
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desired results. In other words, “the ‘conditioning’ is not strong enough and weakens the moment 

the learner is out of the classroom, ceasing any further application; learning”. 

Some methodologies applied by many teachers (even by those who haven’t learnt 

‘psychology’ as a subject) in their classrooms resemble ‘conditioning’ based on ‘Thorndike’s Laws 

of Learning’ because we were and are learners ourselves and understand the need for motivation to 

learn something, which might be ‘curiosity’, ‘certain rewards’, ‘a taste of success, etc., which leads 

to ‘favourable conditioning’.  

For example, I remember a class that could help me understands how these laws are linked 

to what we do in our second language classrooms. I was meeting this particular class for the first 

time; introduced myself, and then requested for a couple of volunteers; no one volunteered. After 

requesting one more time, one girl raised her hand. I, however, needed at least two for what I had 

in mind. I had some chocolates in my bag, so-called the girl forward, gave her a chocolate, 

appreciated her for volunteering, requested the class to clap, and sent her back to her seat. Then 

again, I asked for more volunteers. Students were still cautious, though a little bit curious by now, 

and just one more person volunteered. I did the same with this person as well. The third time I 

requested for volunteers, nearly 20-25 hands went up in the air (total class strength: around 55). I 

asked random two students to come forward from this group and set the task; I didn’t give them 

any chocolates this time, the entire class just laughed it off, and they didn’t mind because by now, 

they were excited, motivated and intrigued - ‘what’s next?’ I appreciated the two who came 

forward, of course. They did a quick ‘role play in the next 5 minutes to demonstrate the importance 

of language in our life for me to set the context. They were very involved, interested, and so was 

the rest of the class.  

Just to link this to the “Thorndike's Laws of Learning”, my giving them the chocolate is 

related to the “The Law of Effect” and “The Law of Readiness” because it gave them the drive as 

well as the “Get Set!” before the “Go!”. The role play and what followed next was linked to “The 

Law of Exercise”, because it was a very practical class; the way it was structured kept them busy, 

made them feel rewarded (The Law of Effect). These two and the excitement of doing something 

different kept reinforcing the drive/motivation (The Law of Readiness). Matthew Olson explains it 

further- 

With his law of effect, Thorndike was the first to observe, under controlled conditions, that 

the consequences of behaviour produce a backwards-acting effect on the strength of that 

behaviour. Questions about the reasons for the effect, its limits, its duration, and problems 

associated with its definition and measurement would direct research efforts in the 

behavioral tradition for the next fifty years, and they are still the topics of research and 

debate today. We find a direct lineage of the law of effect in Herrnstein’s work and traces of 

it in the contemporary power law of practice. Thorndike was among the first to investigate 

the nature of forgetting in his early law of exercise and the suppression of behaviour in his 

treatment of punishment, and he was clearly willing to discard early treatments of both 

phenomena when data contradicted his hypotheses. In his treatment of transfer of training, 

Thorndike was the first to rigorously question common assumptions in educational 

practices (formal discipline). And although he can be considered an early behaviorist, his 
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notions of prepotency of elements and response by analogy foreshadowed contemporary 

cognitive theories of learning. (68) 

Theories of Innate Language Structures versus Language Acquisition 

The theory of the innateness of language was first proposed by Noam Chomsky,1 which 

claims that human beings are born with some knowledge of the language,i.e. a child is genetically 

predisposed to learning a language, which means a child can naturally acquire a language without 

putting in any real effort. On the other hand, language acquisition has so many theories to it – what 

the behaviourists2 feel (language is acquired through continuous exposure - the more the exposure, 

the more you stand to learn); what the cognitivist3 feel (language is acquired through gradual 

discovery, claiming even limited exposure and learning incorrect structures at first can later lead to 

acquiring the correct rules of the language because a child can process the input language data and 

form language algorithms in their brain, naturally); which is closer to innate language acquisition 

theory (which claims that the rules are built-in in a child’s brain). There is also the question of how 

adult language learning methods differ in so many ways from that of a child. In terms of language 

acquisition, an adult is considered to be anyone older than 12-15 years of age. After this, we switch 

to the mode of ‘language learning rather than natural ‘language acquisition’. 

We all have noticed that some of our learners in a typical language classroom have what we 

call ‘a natural ear for languages’. They seem to be better at grasping language than the rest – be it 

their mother tongue, a second language or some other third language. They can make associations 

faster than most others, which makes me inclined to believe the advocates of the innateness of 

language acquisition. Then again, I’ve met children of Indian immigrants, who were born in 

countries with English as their native language. These children’s grown-ups can speak English as 

flawlessly as a native speaker of English. How did they acquire such flawless language? Doesn’t 

this mean that the behaviourists are correct to some extent about exposure? 

The truth is - we still don’t have a conclusive answer to how language is acquired. We 

know that language exposure improves one’s chances but so does the genetic predisposition 

because how else can human beings be the only ones with so many different languages?The 

problems a teacher may face because of these differences in theories are just to the extent of 

choosing which learning/teaching methods to apply. And that is why we try to learn and apply as 

many of the available teaching methodologies as possible to see which one works best for different 

groups. The differences in language learning methods also imply that we need to understand our 

audience, their prior exposure to the language in question, their socio-cultural background, their 

                                                   
1 See Chomsky, Noam, and Carlos Peregrín Otero. Language and Politics. AK Press, 2004.  

2According to Behaviourism, since humans and animals learn primarily in the same ways, research 

results from animal experiments can be translated to human subjects. See Ivan Pavlov, Edward L. 

Thorndike, John Watson, Edwin Guthrie, D. O. Hebb, and B. F. Skinner etc.  

3 These theorists relied heavily on the development of cognitive science and its relation to the 

human mind. See Chomsky, Medin, Ross,Markman and Bruner  
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age group, learners’ individual learning styles, etc., before we decide on a suitable plan. That’s 

probably the reason why kindergarten kids are introduced to different units of a language through 

repetition. In contrast, adults are taught a language through logical association (though this can lead 

to overgeneralization) and engaging activities. While it might be relatively easier to introduce the 

first language, we might not be able to generalize and define the best possible method for teaching 

a second language to different age groups with different first languages / diverse groups, any time 

soon and maybe never. 

Measuring Communicative Competence of Learners 

I think it is important to develop learners' communicative competence in a second language 

classroom in India. However, it is not always easy in many parts of the country due to the limited 

exposure learners might have had to the language since their early years. Today, due to large-scale 

globalization and privatization, it has become imperative to be able to use English in our day-to-

day life. Written official and personal communication, reports, documentation, business, travel, 

academics (most subjects are taught in English, not in the first language / regional language in most 

of the private schools in India today), computing, research, sign boards on the roads/shops, 

interviews conducted by MNCs, etc. all need our learners to acquire at least some amount 

communicative competence in English, if not proficiency. Whether we like it or not, times have 

changed, and we need communicative competence to survive in this global economy. Moreover, 

what’s the point in learning a language which cannot be used or acquiring knowledge that has no 

application, apart from the initial euphoria of learning something new? We’ve all met people who 

lose their level of proficiency in their own mother tongue when it’s not put to constant use. 

A couple of years ago, my friend was called to his son’s school to meet the principal, who 

informed me that his little boy could not be promoted from the second standard to the third because 

“he’s bad at studies; has failed in all subjects; is not serious about studies; doesn’t listen to his 

teachers”. I knew he was a well-behaved boy in general, so I intervened on the family’s behalf and 

spoke to the principal requesting him to promote the child, assuring him I’ll coach him personally. 

When I went to coach this kid for the first time, I realized in less than ten minutes that this learner 

could not read or write even two-letter words in English. English used in even the second standard 

textbooks was/is very advanced to what this boy knew. It was impossible to make him memorize 

all the words he should have learnt by then, soI taught him sounds in the English language (not 

using the phonetics chart) and how to join them to read words in less than six months. The boy 

became proficient enough to pass his half-yearly exams with an aggregate of 50% marks and 

annual exams scoring above 80% in all subjects with English as the medium of instruction. This is 

not just about clearing academics. Post studies, it’s very important for survival in the job market if 

the learner is interested in almost any white-collar job. 

In my classroom, most of my students have high ambitions. They want to become doctors, 

engineers, research scientists, and businessmen; hold high offices in the Government or banking 

sector; go abroad for their higher studies; travel around the world etc. In certain societies in India, 

even to strike a good match for marriage, being able to speak fluently in English is seen as a 

desirable trait. Apart from this, being multilingual – in Indian languages and in other foreign 

languages like French, Spanish, German, Japanese, Portuguese, Italian, etc. opens more doors for 
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you. So, I take my job as a second language teacher quite seriously and help my students develop 

their communicative competence with the help of learning different theories, which I have 

mentioned here.  
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